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Abstract. In the area of process mining, decomposed replay has been
proposed to be able to deal with nets and logs containing many different activities. The main assumption behind this decomposition is that
replaying many subnets and sublogs containing only some activities is
faster then replaying a single net and log containing many activities. Although for many nets and logs this assumption does hold, there are also
nets and logs for which it does not hold. This paper shows an example net
and log for which the decomposed replay may take way more time, and
provides an explanation why this is the case. Next, to mitigate this problem, this paper proposes an alternative decomposed replay, and shows
that this alternative decomposed replay is faster than the monolithic replay even for the problematic cases as identified earlier. However, the
alternative decomposed replay is often slower than the original decomposed approach. An advantage of the alternative decomposed approach
over the original approach is that its cost estimates are typically better.

1

Introduction

The area of process mining [2] is typically divided into process discovery, process
conformance, and process enhancement. In the context of big data, a decomposition approach [1] has been introduced that includes both process discovery
(decomposed discovery) and process conformance (decomposed replay). In this
paper, we take this decomposed replay for process conformance as a starting
point. The main assumptions for this decomposed replay are that (1) checking
conformance using a monolithic replay (that is, by replaying a single net and
log, which contain many different activities) takes prohibitively much time, and
that (2) checking conformance using a decomposed replay (that is, by replaying
a series of subnets and sublogs, which each contain far less different activities
than the single net and log) takes far less time.
Figure 1 supports this assumption by showing typical computation times for
the nets and logs as found in a number of data sets [8, 10, 11]. These data sets
contain in total 59 cases of varying size, ranging from 12 to 429 activities, from
500 to 2000 traces, with varying numbers of mismatching traces (from 0% to
50%). This figure shows that if the monolithic replay would take more than
a second, the decomposed replay would be faster. Furthermore, it shows that
some replays are not feasible using the monolithic replay, whereas all replays are
feasible using the decomposed replay.
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Fig. 1. Computation times for the monolithic and decomposed replay with the nets as
provided by the data sets.

However, Figure 2 paints a different picture. It shows the typical computation
times for replaying the log as found in the data sets on the net as discovered
using the Inductive miner [7] from that log. As a result, instead of checking the
conformance of some log on some designed net, we now check the conformance of
this log on some discovered net. As for this replay we only require a log (and not a
net), we included some additional data sets [5, 6] for this figure. This figure shows
that in some cases the decomposed replay misbehaves by requiring much more
time than the monolithic replay. For example, the monolithic replay requires less
than 10 seconds for the a22f0n05 case, where this is infeasible (which is the case
if a single replay takes more than 10 minutes) for the decomposed replay.
In this paper, we investigate the root cause of this misbehavior. Based on
these findings, we propose an alternative decomposed replay to mitigate the misbehavior problem. This alternative decomposition approach is based on the well
known concepts of hiding transitions and reducing nets. We show that, in almost
all cases that take more than 10 seconds for the monolithic replay, either using
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Fig. 2. Computation times for the monolithic and decomposed replay with the nets
discovered using the Inductive Miner from the logs as provided by the data sets.

designed nets or discovered nets, the hide-and-reduce replay is indeed faster.
However, we will also show that the (original) decomposed replay is ofttimes
faster than the hide-and-reduce replay. But, whereas the decomposed replay
does misbehave for some cases, the hide-and-reduce replay does not. Finally, we
show that the hide-and-reduce replay has an extra advantage, as it provides a
better estimate for the replay costs.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First, Section 2 introduces
the necessary concept, like accepting Petri nets and alignments. Second, Section 3
shows that there is a possible problem with the decomposed replay, and proposes
the hide-and-reduce replay to mitigate this problem. Third, Section 4 evaluates
the hide-and-reduce replay using the existing data sets, which shows that it can
handle more cases than the monolithic and/or decomposed replay, and that it
typically returns a better lower bound for the costs as the decomposed replay.
Last, Section 5 concludes the paper.

2

Preliminaries

In this paper, we assume that a net is an accepting Petri net, that is, a labeled
Petri net with an initial marking and a set of final markings. The transition
labels are used to denote the activity a transition corresponds to. Transitions
that do not correspond to an activity are labeled τ , and are henceforth called
invisible. The other (activity-labeled) transitions are henceforth called visible
transitions. The initial marking and final markings are needed for the replay,
which needs to start at the initial marking and needs to end in a final marking.
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Fig. 3. An accepting Petri net N1 .

Figure 3 shows an accepting Petri net containing 10 places {p1 , . . . , p10 },
11 transitions {t1 , . . . , t11 } of which 8 labeled with activities {a1 , . . . , a8 } and
3 invisible, and 24 arcs. The initial marking consists of a single token in place
p1 (indicated by the light green color), and the only final marking consists of a
single token in place p10 (indicated by the darker red color).
Assume that on the example net N1 we want to replay the trace ha1 , a2 , a3 ,
a4 , a5 , a6 , a7 , a8 i, that is, we want to find the best transition sequence that starts
in the initial marking, ends in a final marking, and that has the given trace as
activity sequence. Basically, the activity sequence corresponds to the transitions
sequence which every transitions replaced by its label and all τ labels removed
afterwards.
To find such a best transition sequence, the replayer [3] creates a number of
possible moves, and assigns costs to every move. A move can be a synchronous
move, a log move, a visible model move, or an invisible model move. A synchronous move consists of a transitions and its label, that is, its corresponding
activity. As an example, the move (t3 , a2 ) is a synchronous move for net N1 ,
indicating that transition t3 was fired which matched activity a2 in the trace. A
log move consists of a dummy transition (indicated by ) and an activity. As an
example, the move (, a2 ) is a log moves for net N1 , indicating that activity a2
could not be matched to any enabled transition. A visible model move consists
of a visible transition and a dummy activity (also indicated by ). As an example, the move (t3 , ) is a visible model move for net N1 , indicating that visible
transition t3 was fired but could not be matched to any activity in the trace. An

invisible model move consists of an invisible transition and the τ label. As an
example, the move (t2 , τ ) is an invisible model move for net N1 , indicating that
invisible transition t2 was fired.
Log moves and visible model moves hint at mismatches, as these indicate
that either some activity could not be matched by a proper enabled transition,
or that the firing of the transition could not be matched to its activity in the
trace. For this reason, the costs of these moves are typically set to positive values,
whereas the costs for the other moves are set to 0. In this paper, we will use the
costs 10 for every log move, and 4 for every visible model move.
Using these moves and these costs, the question for the replayer is then to find
a sequence of moves such that (1) the activities correspond to the given activity
sequence, (2) the transitions correspond to a possible transition sequence in the
net that starts in the initial marking and ends in the final marking, and (3)
has minimal costs. This sequence of moves is henceforth called an optimal trace
alignment. Figure 4 shows an optimal trace alignment for the trace ha1 , . . . , a8 i
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Fig. 4. A trace alignment for the trace ha1 , . . . , a8 i and net N1 . Every column corresponds to a move, where the top row contains the activities, the middle row the
transitions, and the bottom row the costs of every move.

and net N1 . Please note that an optimal trace alignment may not be unique. In
the example, we could also have chosen to do a synchronous move on a3 and a
log move on a2 . The resulting alignment would also be optimal.
For small number of activities (like 8 as in the example), this may be feasible,
but for larger numbers (say 100 or more), the replay will take considerable time.
To alleviate this, decomposed replay has been proposed. In decomposed replay,
we first decompose the net into subnets, where the following restrictions are
taken into account:
–
–
–
–

Every place ends up in a single subnet.
Every invisible transition ends up in a single subnet.
Every arc ends up in a single subnet.
If multiple visible transitions share the same label, then these transitions
end up in a single subnet.

As a result, only visible transitions that have a unique label can be distributed
over the subnets. Figure 5 shows how the example net N1 can be decomposed
into 5 subnets.
The costs associated to the various moves are also decomposed. For example,
the activity a1 appears in two subnets (N1a and N1b ). As a result, a log move on
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Fig. 5. The decomposed nets obtained by decomposing the net N1 . Subnets N1b , N1c ,
N1d , and N1e have the empty marking as initial marking, while the subnets N1a , N1b ,
N1c , and N1d have the empty marking as the only final marking.

a1 in N1a costs 10/2 = 5 and a log move on a1 in N1b costs 5 as well. Note that,
by coincidence, all activities appear in two subnets, therefore, all log moves in
all subnets now cost 5. If some activity would have appeared in three subnets,
then the costs for a log move for every subnet would be 10/3. As a result of
this decomposition, if all subalignments in the decomposed replay agree on a log
move for a1 , then the costs are identical to a log move in the monolithic replay.
Likewise, a visible model move on transition t1 in N1a costs 4/2 = 2 and a visible
model move in N1b costs 2 as well. In theory, the costs for the synchronous moves
and invisible model moves are also decomposed in a similar way, but as both are
typically 0, we typically ignore them.
Second, we decompose the trace into subtraces, and replay every subtrace on
the corresponding subnet.
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Fig. 6. Possible optimal decomposed alignments. h1b is an optimal alignment for subtrace ha1 , a2 , a3 , a4 , a6 i and the subnet N1b , etc.
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Third, we accumulate the costs of these subalignments, which are the costs as
reported by the decomposed replay. Note that the optimal alignment h1d includes
a model move on transition t7 instead of a log move on a7 . As the model move is
cheaper than the log move, doing the log move would not be optimal. This shows
that the costs as reported by the decomposed replay (5 + 5 + 5 + 2 + 5 + 5 =
27) can indeed be lower than the (correct) costs of the monolithic alignment
(10 + 10 + 10 = 30).
Fourth, we merge the obtained subalignments back into a pseudo alignment
[13]. As the transition sequence that results from the merge may not be executable in the overall net, it is by definition not an alignment. Therefore, we
use the term pseudo alignment. Figure 7 shows the resulting pseudo alignment.
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Fig. 7. Alignment of the
decomposed alignments
for obtaining the overall
pseudo alignment.

Note that this is indeed a pseudo alignment, as, for example, neither t3 nor t4
are present in this sequence, which is required for the net to be able to reach a
final marking from the initial marking.
As indicated in the Introduction, the decomposed replay is often much faster
than the monolithic replay. Because of the formal guarantees as provided by
[1], we know that the decomposed replay only returns costs 0 if and only if the
monolithic replay returns costs 0, and that otherwise the decomposed replay
returns less costs than the monolithic replay (that is, the decomposed replay

provides a lower bound for the correct costs of the monolithic replay). As such,
we can use the decomposed replay as a fast way to check whether there are any
costs involved, and to obtain a lower bound for the correct costs.

3

Hide and Reduce

In the Introduction, we have shown that for some cases, the decomposed replay
actually misbehaves. As an example, if we take the log from the a22f0n05 case
[8], discover a net for it using the Inductive Miner, and replay the log on the
discovered net, then the monolithic replay requires less than 10 seconds, whereas
the decomposed replay fails. In this section, we use the a22f0n05 case to find
the root cause of this failure. After having found that root cause, this section
proposes an alternative decomposed replay to mitigate the root cause.
Figure 8 shows the net as discovered by the Inductive Miner from the a22f0n05
log. This net can be decomposed into 9 subnets. Two of these subnets contain a
single activity (S+complete, E+complete), 6 contain two activities, and the last
subnet contains 20 activities (only the activities S+complete and t+complete are
not included in this subnet). The time to replay the first 8 sublogs on the subnets
range from 9 to 65 milliseconds, but the replay on this last subnet turns out to
be infeasible as it requires more than 10 minutes.
Figure 9 shows this problematic subnet, which immediately shows the root
cause of the problem: This subnet contains five source transitions (transitions
without incoming arcs), and a fair number (13) of places. Because the source
transitions are always enabled, they can be fired at any possible reachable state.
While checking for the optimal path through the search space of alignments,
the replayer needs to investigate all enabled transitions in every state. For this
subnet, the fact that 5 transitions are enabled in every state is too much for the
replayer.
Apparently, by removing parts of the net in the subnet, information that was
vital for the replayer may have been lost. As an example, in the net, the transition
labeled s+complete can only fire after the transition labeled p+complete has been
fired, and both have to fire exactly once. In the subnet, both transitions can be
fired any number of times, and in any order, which leads to the replay to become
infeasible.
For this reason, this paper presents an alternative decomposed replay. Instead
of removing places, transitions, and arcs that do not belong to a subnet, this
decomposition simply keeps these places and arcs while hiding (making invisible)
all visible transitions. As a result, the structure of the otherwise-removed parts
is maintained, and hence the inter-transition relations as described before are
maintained. This hiding step is then followed by a reduction step using wellknown Petri-net-reduction rules [12, 4]. This to make the net as small as possible
for the replayer.
As an illustration, Figure 10 shows the hidden-and-reduced subnet h01b for the
subnet h1b as shown in Figure 5. Note that the subnet h01b requires, for example,
the transition labeled a1 to be fired exactly once, whereas it could be fired any

Fig. 8. The net as discovered by the Inductive Miner from the a22f0n05 log.

number of times in the subnet h1b . This may reduce the search space for the
replayer drastically. Nevertheless, there is also a downside, as this hiding-andreducing may result in additional invisible transitions, which need to be replayed
as well.
Figure 11 shows the hidden-and-reduced subnet for the subnet as shown in
Figure 9.
We expect this hide-and-reduce replay to be faster than the monolithic replay,
and to provide a better (higher) lower bound for the correct replay costs as the
decomposed replay. In the next section, we will evaluate these assumptions.

Fig. 9. Problematic subnet for a22f0n05 case. The five source transitions (a+complete,
p+complete, s+complete, u+complete, and v+complete) lead to a huge search space for
the replay.
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Fig. 10. Hidden-and-reduced subnet h01b .

4

Evaluation

We have evaluated the hide-and-reduce replay on the same data sets as we used
in the Introduction. First, this section will evaluate the computation times of
the hide-and-reduce replay by comparing them to the computation times of
the monolithic replay. Second, it will evaluate the lower bounds for the correct
replays costs as obtained by the hide-and-reduce replay by comparing them to
both other replays.
Figure 12 shows the results of the hide-and-reduce replay using the nets as
discovered by the inductive Miner. Note the contrast with Figure 2, which shows
similar times for the (original) decomposed replay.
Recall that the decomposed replay is infeasible for a number of cases which
are feasible with the monolithic replay. The hide-and-reduce replay is infeasible
for only one single case (prFm6 [9]), which is also infeasible with the monolithic
replay. If the monolithic replay takes more than 10 seconds, then the alternative
decomposed approach is likely to be faster. There is only a single case in the data

Fig. 11. Hidden-and-reduced subnet for a22f0n05 case.

sets for which this does not hold: a32f0n50 [8]. For this case, the monolithic
replay takes 49.1 seconds and the hide-and-reduce replay takes 49.2 seconds.
The fact that the hide-and-reduce replay is not faster for this case is caused by a
similar effect as with the a22f0n05 case: The largest subnet contains almost all
(28 of the 32) activities, and requires 48 seconds to be replayed. Of the remaining
1.2 seconds, half a second is required fur replaying the other 15 subnets and 1.2
seconds are required for splitting the log and net and merging the alignments.
In contrast, the decomposed replay is infeasible for this and 13 other cases, and
takes way longer for another three.
As a result we conclude that for the nets as discovered by the Inductive
Miner, the hide-and-reduce replay is feasible for more cases than the other two
replays. As such, it is an improvement over these other replays. Furthermore, it
is typically faster than the monolithic replay when the latter takes more than
10 seconds. As such, it is an improvement over this replay.
Figure 13 shows the results of the hide-and-reduce replay using the nets
as provided by the data sets. Like the decomposed replay, the hide-and-reduce
replay is feasible for all data sets and it is typically faster than the monolithic
replay. Exceptions to this are the prAm6 and prBm6 cases [9]. In both cases,
the nets and logs are decomposed in more than 300 subnets and sublogs, the
decomposed replay on these subnets and subnets requires only 2 seconds (where
the monolithic replay requires almost 40 seconds), but the reduction step takes
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Fig. 12. Computation times for the monolithic and hide-and-reduce replay with the
nets discovered using the Inductive Miner from the logs as provided by the data sets.

about 60 and 40 seconds. For the other five cases for which the alternative
decomposed replay takes more than 10 seconds, this reduction step is also the
bottleneck. For all these cases, the decomposed replay requires at most 5 seconds,
but the reduction requires from 25 to 167 seconds. Apparently, the reduction step
is a possible bottleneck for the hide-and-reduce replay.
With regard to the computation times, we can conclude that both the decomposed and the hide-and-reduce replays can handle more cases than the monolithic
replay, that they are typically faster than the monolithic replay, and that the
net at hand largely determines whether the decomposed or the hide-and-reduce
replay should be used. If the net has been designed, then the decomposed replay
would be fastest, but this replay is infeasible for many discovered nets. Therefore,
in case the net has been discovered, or in case one does not know, the prudent
approach would be the hide-and-reduce replay.
Apart from evaluating the differences in computation times, we also need to
evaluate the reported costs of the three replays. We know that the monolithic
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Fig. 13. Computation times for the monolithic and hide-and-reduce replay with the
nets and logs as provided by the data sets.

replay provides the correct costs, and that both other approaches provide only
a lower bound for these correct costs. Figure 14 shows the costs as reported by
all replays on all nets (either provided or discovered) and all logs from the data
sets. This figure shows that the costs as reported by hide-and-reduce approach
are at least as good as the costs as provided by the decomposed replay, and
that it is often better (higher). To emphasize this, we have highlighted in the
figure those costs that are at least half (Above 50%) of the correct costs. Most
of these highlighted costs are reported by the hide-and-reduce replay, only a few
by the decomposed replay. This shows that the hide-and-reduce replay typically
provides a better lower bound for the costs.

5

Conclusions

In this paper, we have shown that, for some cases, the decomposed replay [1]
make take longer than the monolithic replay. Although for designed nets this
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is typically not the case, it may very well be the case for discovered nets. As
such, a user who wants to check conformance on a log and a net discovered
from that log may want to think twice to use the decomposed replay, as the
monolithic replay may be faster (less than 10 seconds) while providing correct
costs, while the decomposed replay may take longer (more than 10 minutes)
while only providing a lower bound for the correct costs.
We have also shown that the root cause of this ‘misbehavior’ of the decomposed replay is the fact that the decomposition may result in a subnet with a fair
amount of places and multiple source transitions. As a result of the fair amount
of places, the state space will contain a fair amount of states as well. As a result
of the multiple source transitions, the replayer needs to investigate from every
reachable state at least all source transitions, which may all lead to new states
that again need to be investigated. We have shown that the replay of a subnet
with 13 places and 5 source transitions may be infeasible (which is the case if a
single replay takes more than 10 minutes) for the decomposed replayer.

To mitigate this problem with the source transitions, we have proposed a
hide-and-reduce replay, which maintains the structure of the original net in the
subnets, and hence does not introduce source transitions. We have shown that
this new replay is feasible for all-but-one of the cases in the data sets used,
and that this case was infeasible for the monolithic and decomposed replays as
well. As such, the hide-and-reduce replay offers a replay that can handle more
situations than either of the other replays can. For this reason, if it is possible
that the net at hand was discovered from the log, then using the new hideand-reduce replay is the best approach. Granted, it may be slower than the
decomposed replay, but chances are that the case at hand is simply infeasible
for the decomposed replay.
Furthermore, we have shown that the costs as reported by the hide-andreduce replay is at least as good as the costs as reported by the decomposed
replay, but possibly better. Therefore, if it is important to the user to have an
as-good-as-possible estimate for the correct costs, then using the hide-and-reduce
replay is better than using the decomposed replay.
Finally, we have shown that in some cases the required reduction step in the
hide-and-reduce replay is the bottleneck of the entire replay. Whereas the entire
replay on the subnets would take only 2 seconds, the required reduction of these
subnets may have taken 60 seconds. As a result of this bottleneck, the hide-andreduce replay is sometimes slower than the monolithic replay. For this reason,
we aim to improve in the near future on the reduction rules [12, ?] as used by
the hide-and-reduce replay. possibly, the rules may be simplified knowing that
the reduction only needs to preserve the costs of any trace replayed on the net.
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